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1. INTaODUCTION 
Uniform distribution of g-adic sequences wa8 studied in Meijer [a], [5], 
[6] and Shiue [9]. This theory is on one hand a generalization of the theory 
of uniform distribution of p-adic sequences introduced by Cugiani [l] ; 
see Kuipers and Niederreiter [2], chapter 5.2. On the other hand the 
notion of uniform distribution of a g-adic sequence is a generalization of 
the notion of uniform distribution of a sequence of rational integers 
introduced by Niven [8] ; see Kuipers and Niederreiter [2], chapter 5.1. 
In the present paper we explored the fact that a g-adic ring Z,, where 
g=pp . . . p>, can be decomposed into a direct product of p-adic rings 
z,,x... X2&,. In section 3 we generalize this decomposition in a natural 
way to a decomposition of & into Zgl x . . . x Z,,, where g = gi . . . gt and the 
gl, . . . . gt are pairwise relatively prime. We prove that a sequence {xn} 
is uniformly distributed in ZV if and only if the corresponding sequence 
in the direct product is uniformly distributed. In section 3 we apply this 
result to sequences of integers in 2,. Finally in section 4 results are derived 
on sequences which are uniformly distributed in a direct product of g-adic 
rings Z,, x . . . x ZBt. 
2. g-AD10 NUMBERS 
In this section we give a survey of results on g-adic numbers which 
will be used in the sequel. For a more complete discussion of the theory 
of g-adic numbers we refer to Mahler [3], chapters 1 and 2. 
Let Q denote the set of rational numbers. 
If p is a prime number and a E Q, then we denote the p-adic valuation 
of a by Ialp. Let g be an integer, gB 2 and let g=p$ . . . @ be its canonical 
prime factorization. For a E Q the g-adic pseudo-valuation ]a], is def?ned 
bY 
(1) lab= max (l4;fp:, . . ., I&>, 
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where the real numbers 21, . . . . & are chosen in such a way, that 
I&= . . . = [&=g-1, i.e. &= eQ1yilpQ (e= 1, . . . . f-1. 
The ring of g-adic numbers Qs is defined as the completion of Q with 
respect to the g-adic pseudo-valuation. The g-adic pseudo-valuation of Q 
has a uniquely determined continuation on Q8. For a E Qs we denote this 
pseudo-valuation by I&,. 
The subset of QB consisting of all elements a satisfying ]alr d 1 is called 
the ring of g-adic integers 2,. 
Every a E 2, has a unique representation 
(2) 
where the a+ are taken from the set (0, 1, . . ., g - l}; see Mahler [3], 
chapter 2. Moreover, if a,-, = . . . =at-i=O and at#O, then ]alO= ]atgtlg= 
= la&g-b, where g-i< ]at1,4 1, since at E (0, 1, . . . . g-l}. 
The functions !Pk mapping 2, into the set of non-negative integers are 
defined by: if a E 2, has representation (2), then 
k-l 
yk(a)= 2 aig". 
i-0 
We have the following relations for !Pk ; 
Y+ + b) = !&(a) + R(b) (mod. 9’) 
for a, b E 2,. 
Y&b) = Yk(a)!&(b) (mod. gk), 
For d E .&, and k a non-negative integer we define the neighbourhood 
U44 by 
Uk(d)={+xZg, Ix-dl,,$g-k). 
It is easy to show (see [a], p. 14-16) that 
(3) a E Uk(d) if and only if !&(a) = Yk(d). 
This implies Uk(d) = Ug(!Pk(d)). It is easy to derive that for h> k, the 
neighbourhood Uk(d) can be written as the union of gh-k disjoint neigh- 
bourhoods of the form Un(c) by 
14 Indagationes 
Oh-k-1 
Uk(d) = LJ Uh(%(d) +hP). 
1-o 
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As is usual an element a E P& is called a unit of 2, if a-1 exists in 2,. 
In [5] lemma 4 the following characterization of the units of 2, is given. 
LEMMA 1. If a is an element of Z,, then a is a unit of 2, if and only if 
(K(a), g) = 1. M oreover, if a is a unit of Z,, then jc&,= la-l],= 1. 
In particular in the p-adic case is a a unit of 2, if and only if ]c& = 1. 
Finally we recall the definitions of uniform distribution in 2, and 
zg, x . . . xzg,. 
If {xn> is a sequence in a space M, V is a subset of M and N is a positive 
integer, we denote the number of points xn satisfying 
X~E V, 1SnSN 
by 4V, N, (4) or, if there is no risk of confusion, simply by A( V, N). 
A sequence (xla> in 2, is called uniformly distributed in ZV, if 
lim N-1.4( Ok(d), N) = g-k 
N-PC0 
for every neighbourhood Uk(d) in &,. 
COROLLARY 1. Relation (3) implies that {xn> is uniformly distributed 
in .Zg if and only if for every positive integer k the sequence of rational 
integers {!P~(x~)) is uniformly distributed mod. gk. 
Let gl, . . . . gt denote an ordered r-tuple of integers gZZ 2, z = 1, . . . , t. 
In the direct product 
zglxzg,x... x zl7, 
we define the neighbourhoods by 
Uk I,...,kt(dl, . . . . &) = uk,(&) x . . . x Uk$t). 
Then a sequence {xn} in Z,, x . . . x &,, is called uniformly distributed in 
the direct product if 
lim NVIA(Ukl ,..., k,(dr, . . . . dt), N)=gikl . . . gTkt 
Nh.32 
for every neighbourhood in the direct product. 
3. DECOMPOSITION THEOREM 
It is well-known that the g-adic ring 8, can be decomposed into a direct 
product of p-adic rings. We shall state this in lemma 2. In this lemma 
the following fact is used. If {x~} is a sequence in 2, which converges 
in 2, to the element a - e.g. the sequence {Yn(a)> - then it is a fundamental 
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sequence with respect to the g-adic pseudo-valuation. By (1) it is also 
a fundamental sequence with respect to each of the p,,-adic valuations 
and therefore converges in each of the Zr,. 
LEMMA 2. Let g=p,1”1 . . . @. There exists a one-to-one mapping q~ of 
2, onto the direct product Z,, x . . . x Z,, such that if ~(a) = (al, . . . , a,) and 
v(b) = (br, . . . , b7) then 
(4) ~(a+6)=(al+bl,...,a,+b,), 
(5) p(a-b)=(al-bl, . . . . a,-!$), 
(6) ~‘(~~)=(dh, *.., 4,). 
This mapping is defined by: if {Z,} is a sequence in 2 with a = lim 2, 
in the g-adic pseudo-valuation, then a, = lim 2, in the pp-adic valuation 
for e=l, . . . . r. 
PROOF. See Mahler [3], p. 23, 24. 
LEMMA 3. Let Ur(d) denote a neighbourhood in 2, and v(d) = (dr, . . . , c&), 
then 
PROOF. Let a E 2, and ~(a) = (al, . . . . a,). Let (2,) be a sequence in 
Z such that 
u-d= lim 2, in Z,, a,-~&=(a--&= lim 2, in Zp, (Q= 1, . . . . r). 
Then the following statements are equivalent. 
1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 
8) 
]Z,],~g-k if n is sufficiently large. 
IZ?&~g-k (e= 1, . . . . r) if n is sufficiently large. 
(Z,jp,lppkeQ e= 1, . . . . r, n sufficiently large. 
lu,-dpl$p~hQ (e=l, . . ..r). 
UP E Uke,(d@) (e=l, . . . . r). 
‘&) E Uke, ,..., ke, (dl, . .., &'I. 
This proves the lemma. 
THEOREM 1. A sequence {zla} in 2, is uniformly distributed in 2, if 
and only if (p(xn)} is uniformly distributed in .ZPI x . . . x Z,,. 
PROOF. a) Suppose WG is uniformly distributed in the direct 
product. Let ok(d) be a neighbourhood in 2,. 
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Then, using lemma 3, 
xft E Uk(d) if and only if q+,) E Ukcl ,..., k&h, e-e, 4). 
Hence 
A(Uk(d), N, {xn))=A(Ukel ,..., k&l, .-., A), N, {&%)}). 
By hypothesis 
lim N-lA( UkcI,. ..,k+(dl, . . . , h), N, {q+h)}) =J-+ . . . p+ = g-k. 
N-+W 
Therefore 
tim N-l& Uk(d), N, {xn}) = gmk 
N-+00 
and the sequence {xn} is uniformly distributed in 2,. 
b) Suppose {xn> is uniformly distributed in 2,. 
Let ukI ,..., k,(& . .., &) denote a neighbourhood in the direct product. 
Choose an integer k such that ke, I k, for Q = 1, . . . , r. Then the neighbour- 
hood Uk,(d@) in Z,, is the union of pp Q kc -‘Q disjoint neighbourhoods in ZPp 
of the form u+(cQ). Therefore the neighbourhood Ukl,...,kl(dr, . . . . &) in 
the direct product is the union of s =#lVkl . . . @-“r disjoint neighbour- 
hoods of the form Ukcl ,..., ke,(ci, . . . , c,). Every neighbourhood of the last 
form is the image under y of a neighbourhood uk(c) in 2,. Hence, 
uk I,...,k,(&, . . . . &) is the image of s neighbourhoods of the form u,(c) 
in 2,. Since {xn> is uniformly distributed in 2, we have for every neigh- 
bourhood uk(c) in Zg 
Hence 
lim NPIA( u,(c), N, {x,&j) =rk. 
N+CG 
lim N-lA(Ukl,...,k,(&, . . . . dr), N, {&G8)})=~~k =pilrl . . . $%+. 
N-b02 
Therefore {&r~)) is uniformly distributed in the direct product. 
It is possible to generalize theorem 1. Let gi, . . . , gt be integers, g,L 2, 
z=l , ***, t, which are pairwise relatively prime and put g =gr . . . g: = 
= fp,1$ . . . ~3. By lemma 2 there is a one-to-one correspondance between 
2, and Z,, x . . . x ZD,. On the other hand each of the ZBp can be decomposed 
into a direct product of p-adic rings 2,. Since gi, . . ., gt are pairwise 
relatively prime this induces a one-to-one correspondance between 
&x... x2,, and 2&,x... x Z,,. Hence there exists a one-to-one mapping 
of 2, onto Z,, x . . . x 47,. 
In the sequel we shall denote this mapping by y. Obviously the mapping 
v may be regarded as a special case of y which can be obtained by taking 
g1=$+, ***, gr =JQ and observing that 2;; x . . . x Za=& x . . . x Z,,. Note 
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that for n E 2, r(n)=(n, . . . . n). It is easy to check that y satisfies relations 
similar to (4), (5) and (6). 
Moreover if Uk(cZ) is a neighbourhood in 2, and y(d) = (di, . . . , dt), then 
it is easy to prove that yUk(d)= Uk ,..., &&, . . . . dt). 
Repeating the proof of theorem 1 with pQ replaced by 9% and 
el= . . . =et= 1 we obtain the following result. 
THEOREM la. Let 91, . .., gt denote integers h 2 which are pairwise 
relatively prime, put g =gi . . . gt and let y be the one-to-one mapping of 
2, onto the direct product Z,, x . . . x Zgt induces by the mapping v of 
lemma 2. A sequence lx,,} in 2, is uniformly distributed in 2, if and only 
if {y(lc;,)} is uniformly distributed in the direct product. 
EXAMPLE 1. It is easy to prove that the sequence of positive integers 
{zn=n} is uniformly distributed in 2, (see [5], theorem 2). It follows 
from theorem la that the sequence {(n, . . . . n)} is uniformly distributed in 
zg, x *.. xZ,,ifgi,..., gt are pairwise relatively prime. (See [4], theorem 5.3). 
REMARK 1. If gr, . . . . gt are not pairwise relatively prime, then the 
sequence {xn} = {(n, . . . , n)} is not uniformly distributed in Zgl x . . . x &,. 
Suppose e.g. (gi, gs) > 1. Consider the neighbourhood 
u=u110 , I I..., op, 0, ***, 0). 
Then x,, E U is equivalent to n E 1 (mod. gi) and n = 0 (mod. gs). It is 
easy to see that this system of congruences has no solution since (gl, gs) > 1. 
Hence A(U, N) = 0 and the sequence cannot be uniformly distributed in 
zg, x . . . x&. (compare [a], theorem 5.3). 
LEMMA 4. Let a~.& and~(a)=(ai,...,~)EZP1x...xZp,. Thenais 
a unit of 1;, if and only if all up are units of ZP, (e = 1, . . . , r). 
PROOF. By lemma 1 the element a is a unit of 2, if and only if 
(Yi(a), g) = 1 which is equivalent to (!Pk(a), g) = 1 for every k. 
The sequence (!&(a)} is a sequence in 2 which converges to a in 2,. 
Then, by lemma 2, up= limk, !Pk(u) in ZPq (g = 1, . . . . r), 
Now (!Pk(u), g) = 1 is equivalent to (!Pk(u), JP~) = 1 for g = 1, . . ., r or 
IYk(u)IP,=l and ]upIPp= lim ~!P~(u)~,,==l for e=l, . . . . r. The last relation 
is equivalent to : a, is a unit of Z,, for Q = 1, . . . , r. 
From lemma 4 and the construction of y the following result follows. 
LEMMA 4a. Let a E 2, and r(u)= (ai, . . . . at) E Z,, x . . . x Z,, where 
gl, . . . , gt are pairwise relatively prime. Then a is a unit of 2, if and only 
if all a, are units of Z,, (r=l, . . . . t). 
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4. SEQUENCES OF INTEGERS 
Let {xn} denote a sequence of integers then we can make the following 
observations. 
1. Since y(xn)=(xn, . . . . x,) we obtain from theorem la: the sequence {xn> 
is uniformly distributed in 2, if and only if the sequence {(xn, . . . . xn)} 
is uniformly distributed in Zgl x . . . x Z,,, where gi, . . . , gt are pairwise 
relatively prime and g =gi . . . qt. 
2. It follows from corollary 1 that the sequence {xn> is uniformly dis- 
tributed in 2, if and only if for every positive integer k the sequence 
{xla} is uniformly distributed mod. gk. 
3. As a consequence of the last fact we obtain (compare [5], theorem 7) 
that the sequence {xla} is a uniformly distributed sequence of integers 
in the sense of Niven [8] if and only if for every integer g& 2 the 
sequence is uniformly distributed in Zs. 
We will use the following notion of Niederreiter [7] of uniform dis- 
tribution mod. (ml, . . . , mt). 
DEFINITION 1. Let m= (ml, . . . . mt) be a t-tuple of natural numbers, 
and let (r= {(a,~, . . . . ant)}, n= 1, 2, . . . . be a given sequence of t-dimensional 
lattice points. For a natural number N and a t-tuple g!= (di, . . . , dt) of 
integers, the counting function A(& m, N, 0) is defined to be the number 
of indices n, 1 Ins N, such that simultaneously 
a,1 = di(mod. ml), . . . . a,t E dt(mod. mt). 
Then u is uniformly distributed mod. (ml, . . ., mt) or mod. m if 
lim N-IA@, m, N, o)=mi’ rnz’ . . . mt’ for all d, 
N-03 
Furthermore, (T is uniformly distributed in Zt if e is uniformly distributed 
mod. m for all possible m. 
Now we can state the following result as a consequence of the obser- 
vations 1, 2 and 3. 
THEOREM 2. The following statements are equivalent for a sequence 
of integers {xn}. 
1. {xn} is a uniformly distributed sequence of integers. 
2. ix,,} is uniformly distributed in 2, for every gZ 2. 
3. {ha, 0.0, x,)} is uniformly distributed in Zgl x . . . x Z,, for every set of 
pairwise relatively prime integers gi, . . ., gt with g,Z 2, t = 1, . .., t. 
4. For every set of pairwise relatively prime integers gi, . .., gt with g,l2, 
t=l , . . . . t is ((xn, . . . . xn)} uniformly distributed mod. (gl, . .., gt). 
REMARK 2. The equivalence of 1. and 4. can also be derived as a 
direct consequence of the Chinese remainder theorem: if gl, . . . . gt are 
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pairwise relatively prime and g=gl . . . gt, there is a one-to-one corre- 
spondance between the residue classes 
n = a (mod. g) and n G al (mod. gl), . . . . n E at (mod. gt). 
Moreover remark 1 shows that the condition that 91, . .., gt are pairwise 
relatively prime cannot be omitted in theorem 2. 
EXAMPLES 2. Theorem 2 can be applied to the following well-known 
sequences of integers, which are uniformly distributed (compare Kuipers- 
Niederreiter [2], p. 307-308). 
1. ([Lun]), where oc is irrational or 01= l/d for some nonzero integer d. 
2. ([f(n)]), where f denotes a polynomial with real coefficients of which 
at least one, different from f(O), is irrational. 
3. ([anQJ), where 01, c real, a# 0, C> 0, (T non integral. 
4. Km (1% n)‘l), where OL, t real, a#O, t>l. 
5. SPECIAL SEQUENCES 
In this section we derive some results on uniformly distributed sequences 
in Z,,x... x2,, where gi, . . . . gt are integers 22. We point out that in 
most results of this section the integers gi, . . . , gt had not to be relatively 
prime. 
LEMMA 5. Let {z,} be a sequence, uniformly distributed in 2, and let 
a, b E &. Then the sequence {ax, + b} is uniformly distributed in 2, if and 
only if a is a unit of 2,. 
PROOF. See [5], theorem 3. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that {X,} = {(cJ+ . . ., X%t)} is a sequence uniformly 
. . distributed m Zgl x . . . x2,, and let (al, . . . . at), (br, . . . . bt) EZglx... x2,,. 
Then the sequence 
{L}= {k-wnl+h, -.., wnt+h)) 
is uniformly distributed in the direct product if and only if al, . . . . at are 
units of respectively ZB1, . . ., Z9,. 
PROOF. If gl, . . . . gt are relatively prime the theorem is a direct conse- 
quence of theorem la, lemma 5 and lemma 4a. In the general case the 
proof proceed as follows. 
Suppose a is a unit of some g-adic ring &,. Then by lemma 1 
la/,= la-lj,=l. 
If x, b and d are arbitrary elements of Z,, then 
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Hence 
i.e. 
lux+b-ai,= lx+a-lb-a-la],. 
ax+b E Uk(d) if and only if z E U&(&b -a-id). 
Observe that a-id-a-lb E 2,. 
Let al, . . . . at be units of respectively ZB1, . . . . Z,,. If (di, . . . . dt) is an 
element in the direct product Z,, x . . . x Zs,, then 
Y, E ukl ,..., kt(di, . . . . dt) if and only if 
xn E Uk,,...,k~(ai'bl-ai'dl, . . . . %%-~?at)- 
Since (X,} is uniformly distributed in the direct product it follows that 
{ Yn) is uniformly distributed in the direct product. 
Suppose conversely that the sequence {Y*} is uniformly distributed in 
the direct product. 
Considering the neighbourhoods Ukl,...,kt(&, . . ., at) of the form k% = k 
for i = z, i& = 0 for i # z, we obtain that the sequences {a~,,+ b,} are 
uniformly distributed in Z,,. Then, by lemma 5, the elements a, are 
units of z,, (r=l, . ..) t). 
THEOREM 4. Let (xn) be a sequence uniformly distributed in 2, and 
let a, 13, c E 2,. The sequence {a& + bz, + c> is uniformly distributed in Zg 
if and only if I&< 1 and b is a unit of 2,. 
PROOF. Suppose I&< 1 and b is a unit of 2,. 
If k is a positive integer and d is an arbitrary element of Z,, then 
by (3), the relation 
Ud + bXn + C E uk(d) 
is equivalent to 
vk(a)y%(&)2 + !?k(b)yk(&) + yk(c) = yk(d) (mod. gk). 
Let fk be the mapping of the set of integers (0, 1, . . ., gk- l} into itself 
defined by 
fk(u) = yk(a)u2 + pk(b)u + u%(c) (mod. 9’). 
we prove that fk is an injection. 
Suppose /k(u) =fk(v), then it follows 
(7) (U- v)( !.&(a)(u + v) + yk(b)) = ’ tmod’ gk)* 
Let ~1, . . . . pf be the different primes in the prime factorization of g. 
Since lolo< 1 we have for the rational integer Y&(o) that I!Pk(a)lo< 1, 
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and then 
!&(a)=0 or pQy&(a) for @= 1, . ..) r. 
Further b is a unit of Zg and then by lemma 1: (Y%(b), g) = 1. Hence 
(Yk(a)(zc+ w) + Y&(b), g)= 1 for all integers u, o. 
Then it follows from (7) that u = w (mod. gk), i.e. f is an injection indeed. 
This implies that there exists exactly one integer ~0 E (0, 1, . . . , gk - l> 
such that 
Ulk(a)di + Yk(b)uO + Yk(c) = Y&i) (mod. gk). 
Then the relation 
ax: + bx, + c E U&i) 
is equivalent to Y/k(x@) =u0. 
Since the sequence {xA) is uniformly distributed in .Z1,, the sequence 
{Ye) is, by corollary 1, uniformly distributed in (0, 1, . . . . gk- l}. Then 
we obtain 
Hence 
lim N-lA(uo, N,{Y#(xn)))=gk. 
N-b02 
lim N-lA( or(d), N, {ax:+ bx, + c}) is uniformly distributed in 2;8. 
N-SW 
and the sequence {ax”,+ bx, +c} is uniformly distributed in 2,. 
Suppose conversely that {CZZ~ + bx, + c} is uniformly distributed in 2,. 
Then, by lemma 5, {uxz + bxn) is uniformly distributed in 2,. This implies, 
by corollary 1, that for every positive integer k {Yk(a)Yk(xn)2+ Yk(b)Yk(xn)} 
is uniformly distributed mod. gk. 
Therefore { yk(a) yk(xn)2 + Y%(b) yk(xn)> is uniformly distributed mod. & 
for g = 1, . . . , r if ~1, . . . , p,r are the different primes in the prime factori- 
zation of g. We remark that, by corollary 1, also {Yk(x,&)) is uniformly 
distributed mod. gk and therefore mod. pt for g = 1, . . ., r. 
Suppose now b is not a unit of Z8. Then, by lemma 1, (Yl(b), g) # 1 
and there exists a JIM such that pelYl(b). Then also p,,IYz(b). Now 
Yr(z,) E 0 (mod. pQ) implies Ys(x,) = 0 (mod. I)~) and 
Yz(u)Yz(x,)~+ Y#)!h(x,) = 0 (mod. pt,,“,. 
&me (Wxd) is uniformly distributed mod. p,. we have 
lim N-lA(0, pQ, N, {Yl(xn)>) =p,P’. 
N-00 
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(We use here the notation of definition 1 with t= 1). This implies 
lim N-‘A(O, Pi, N, {%(W2(x,)2+ Y2(b)Y2(x,)}) 2p;’ 
N-SC0 
and the sequence {Ys(a)Ys(x,)a+ Ya(b)Y&,)) cannot be uniformly dis- 
tributed mod. pf, which is a contradiction. Therefore b had to be a unit 
of 2,. Suppose now there is a pQ such that (Yr(a), pp) = 1. 
Then there is a uo in the set (1, 2, . .., pe - l> such that Yr(a)uo+ 
+ Yl(b) z 0 (mod. pe). Then the equation Y~(a)us+ Yl(b)u = 0 (mod. pp) 
has the two different solutions zc = 0 and zc = uo in (0, 1, . . . , pp - 1). 
Now Yr(z,) = 0 and Yr(x,) =UO both imply 
Hence 
YI(u)Y~~(x~)~+ Yl(b)Yl(x,) = 0 (mod. pa). 
lim N-lA(0, pe, N, {Y~(a)Yl(xn)~ + Yl(b)Yl(x,)}) = 
N-tm 
lim N-1A(O, pe, N, {Wh)})+ lim N-lA(n0, pe, N, {yll(Q}). 
N-b03 N-a, 
Since {Y&Q} is uniformly distributed mod. pe, the sequence 
cannot be uniformly distributed mod. pe. This is a contradiction. Therefore 
(Y~(a),p,)> 1 for e=l, . . . . r and then la/,-cl. 
COROLLARY 2. Since the sequence {v,} is uniformly distributed in Zg 
(see [5], theorem 2), the sequence {ana+ bn+c) is uniformly distributed 
in 2, if and only if [alo< 1 and b is a unit of 2,. This result improves [5], 
theorem 5. 
THEOREM 5. Suppose that {X,> = {(zn, . . . , xnt)} is a sequence uniformly 
distributed in Z,, x . . . x 2, and let 
(a, **a, 4, (bl, . . . . bt), (cl, . . . . ct) E Z,, x . . . x 2,. 
Then the sequence 
{ Yn) = {(a& + blxnl + cl, . . . , utz% + btxnt + ct)> 
is uniformly distributed in the direct product if and only if lu,lgl < 1 for 
t=l , . . ., t and b, is a unit of 2, for t= 1, . .., t. 
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PROOF. Suppose Ia..&< for t=l, . . . . t and b, is a unit of Z,= for 
t=l 3 **a> t. Consider a nkighbourhood Ukl ,..., q(dl, . . . . dt) in the direct 
product. 
In the proof of theorem 4 we have shown that there exists exactly one 
integer ur E (0, 1, . . . . &-- l} such that 
in A&, for z=l, . . . . t. Moreover the relation Y, E Ukl ,..., kt(dl, . . . . dt) is 
equivalent to 
Since the sequence {X,> is uniformly distributed in the direct product, 
we obtain that the sequence (Y1,} is also uniformly distributed in the 
direct product. 
If, conversely, the sequence (Y,} is uniformly distributed in the direct 
product for each z E (1, . . . , t} the sequence {a,& + brxnr + cz} is uniformly 
distributed in Zgz and then, using theorem 4, we have la&,< 1 and b, 
is a unit of Z,, for t=l, . . . . t. 
EXAMPLES 3. 
1. If the gl, . . . . gt are pairwise relatively prime we can apply theorem 3 
and theorem 5 to the sequences (X,} mentioned in examples 2. 
2. Niederreiter [7] has proved the following result: if the real numbers 
1, 011, . . . . at are linearly independent over the rationals, then bhe 
sequence {L} = {([f-w], . . . , [ml)> is uniformly distributed in Zt. This 
implies that {Xn> is uniformly distributed in each direct product 
z,, x... xZst and we can apply theorem 3 and Oheorem 5 to this 
sequence. 
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